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Abstract
His bundle pacing (HBP) and left bundle pacing (LBP)
are novel delivery methods for cardiac resynchronisation
therapy (CRT) for left bundle branch block (LBBB) patients. Septal flash (SF), an abnormal pre-ejection motion
of the septum towards the left ventricle (LV) arising from
dyssynchronous activation, has been shown in the past to
be a robust and independent predictor for CRT response.
Although small-cohort studies showed the feasibility and
efficacy of HBP and LBP, the effects of HBP and LBP on
septal motion have yet to be investigated. In this study,
we used our four-chamber heart electro-mechanics simulation framework to determine whether HBP and LBP
can correct for SF. We performed simulations in four fourchamber heart models. In synchronous and LBBB activation, simulated mean lateral septal movement from the
right ventricle (RV) into the LV was -0.4±0.5mm and 3.7±0.9mm (p<0.05), respectively. HBP reduced septal motion to -0.4±0.5mm (p=0.5 when compared to synchronous activation). In LBP, septal motion was reversed
to 0.9±0.5mm and significantly different from synchronous
activation (p<0.05). HBP was better able to recover septal function over LBP in patients with complete atrioventricular block.

1.

Introduction

Cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) is one of the
most effective treatments for left bundle branch block
(LBBB) patients. However, still 30-40% of patients do not
respond to standard CRT[1], delivered through one apical
RV lead and one epicardial LV lead. Recently, His bundle pacing (HBP) and left bundle pacing (LBP) have been
emerging as novel delivery methods for CRT, as pacing the
high conduction His-Purkinje system instead of the slow-
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Figure 1. Septal flash. At pre-ejection, early RV activation causes the septum to move towards the LV, which
activates late due to LBBB and is therefore still quiescent.

conducting myocardium might restore native synchronous
activation and lead to better ventricular function. Although
small-cohort and single patient studies showed the feasibility and efficacy of both HBP and LBP in restoring electrical synchrony of the heart[2], there is still a lot to be
understood about their effects on heart function. Furthermore, there are indications of negative effects of LBP on
the right ventricle (RV) that have yet to be investigated.
Response to CRT has been correlated in the past with
correction of septal flash (SF)[3], an abnormal pre-ejection
motion of the septum towards the left ventricle (LV), Figure 1. Most commonly assessed through visual inspection
by echocardiography, and strain analysis based on speckle
tracking, SF has been identified as a direct consequence of
ventricular dyssynchrony caused by LBBB. SF has been
shown to be a robust and independent predictor for CRT
response, with patients diagnosed with SF having better
long-term survival[3]. Although correction of SF after
CRT was reported to have good sensitivity and specificity
for predicting long-term outcome[3], the effects of HBP
and LBP on septal motion have not been investigated.
In this study, we applied our electro-mechanics simula-

tion framework to four heart failure patient to quantify the
effects of HBP and LBP on septal motion.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Model generation

We segmented four-chamber heart tetrahedral meshes
inclusive of ventricular myofiber orientation from ECGgated CT images acquired from four heart failure patients with a pipeline described previously[4] (Figure
2). The meshes used in this study are available for
download on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3890034).
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Figure 2. Model generation. The images show a fourchamber heart mesh (left), corresponding ventricular fibre
orientation (center) and generated His-Purkinje network
(right).
A His-Purkinje system was generated on the LV
and RV endocardial surfaces of each mesh using an
open source code (https://github.com/fsahli/
fractal-tree), Figure 2. The Purkinje system was
coupled with ventricular myocardium by connecting each
terminal node of the Purkinje with the surrounding myocardium nodes to allow for stimulus propagation from
the His-Purkinje network to the myocardium and viceversa[2]. We simulated LBBB by cutting the connection of
the LV Purkinje system with the rest of the network along
the His bundle.

2.2.

Electro-mechanics simulation

We simulated electrical activation of the ventricles with
a reaction-eikonal model[5]. Ventricular myocardium was
modelled as a transversely isotropic medium with the preferred direction of propagation aligned with the local myofibre orientation. Ventricular myocardium conduction velocity (CV) was set to 0.6m/s and 0.24m/s in the fibre
and transverse direction[2], respectively. CV of the HisPurkinje tree was set to 4.0m/s[2].
The activation times computed on the ventricles were
used to trigger active tension rise in the ventricular myocardium, simulated with a phenomenological model[6],

Figure 3. Mechanics boundary conditions. We constrained the outer surface of the heart with normal springs
to represent the effect of the pericardium on the heart
(green). The LV (red) and RV (blue) endocardial surfaces
were applied with pressure adapted to match the outflow
computed with two three-element Windkessel models.

discarding the effect of length-dependence. Peak in active tension, twitch duration, rising time and decay time
were set to 135kPa, 550ms, 130ms and 100ms, respectively[4]. The motion of the heart was constrained with
normal springs on the outer surface of the heart to represent
the effect of the pericardium (Figure 3, green)[4, 7]. Motion tracking applied to ECG-gated CT images acquired
on the cohort showed that the roof of the atria and the regions close to the apex of the ventricles moved the least[7].
Therefore, we scaled normal spring stiffness to constrain
these regions the most. Regions around the base of the
ventricles were not constrained to allow for apico-basal
displacement during ventricular systole.
LV and RV pressure-volume relationships were simulated as described previously[7, 8]. LV preload was represented with a constant pressure of 14.6mmHg based
on invasive pressure data available from the patient cohort. Since RV pressure data were not available, RV enddiastolic pressure was computed by scaling the LV pressure. Ventricular afterload was represented with two threeelement Windkessel models. LV afterload parameters were
set based on the literature[9]. Parameters for RV afterload were scaled from LV parameters[6]. Passive ventricular mechanics was represented with the Guccione model,
while non-ventricular tissue was represented with a Neohookean model. Parameters were based on the literature
[4, 7]. We applied this electro-mechanics framework on
four heart failure patients, using the same parameters and

3.

Results

3.1.

LBBB baseline simulation

Figure 4 shows results for LBBB baseline simulations
for all patients. Our simulated activation reproduced typical features of LBBB activation, with early RV and late
LV free wall activation (Figure 4A). Mean simulated LV
and RV latest activation time (LAT) were 140±9ms and
106±13ms, respectively. Figure 4B shows changes in average septal displacement projected normal to the surface
over time, from LV end-diastole to LV end-systole. Early
RV systole led to SF in all patients, with an increased
pre-ejection peak in mean septal motion of -3.7±0.9mm
(Figure 4B, circles) compared to -0.4±0.5mm during synchronous activation.

3.2.

Septal motion in HBP and LBP

HBP resulted in resynchronised ventricular activation.
LV LAT during HBP was reduced compared to baseline (HBP: 107±6ms vs LBBB: 140±9ms), while RV
LAT remained unchanged (HBP: 106±11ms vs LBBB:
107±11ms). Resynchronised ventricular activation resulted in correction of SF. Figure 5A shows septal displacement during ventricular systole at baseline (solid line)
and during HBP (dotted line) for one patient as a representative example. The negative peak in septal motion at
ventricular pre-ejection disappeared, Figure 5A, blue arrow (HBP: -0.4±0.5mm vs LBBB: -3.7±0.9mm). HBP
led to similar septal motion simulated with synchronous
activation (synchronous: -0.4±0.5mm), indicating correction of SF.
Similarly to HBP, LBP reduced LV LAT (LBP:
107±5ms vs LBBB: 140±9ms) from baseline, indicating
more synchronous LV activation. However, as opposed to
HBP which did not effect RV activation, LBP caused delayed RV activation (RV LAT LBP: 131±8ms vs LBBB:
106±11ms). During LBP, only the LV is paced and the
activation wave can travel to the RV only once the LV
is activated, causing the RV to be activated late. In the
model, this delay translated into an abnormal septal motion towards the RV (LBP: 0.9±0.5mm, Figure 5B, blue
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boundary conditions for all meshes.
We simulated LBBB baseline conditions for all four patients first. Then, we simulated selective HBP and LBP by
pacing the His bundle below the block and the left bundle
as it emerged on the LV endocardium. For comparison,
we also ran a simulation with synchronous activation (no
LBBB). We computed mean septal displacement normal
to the surface during ventricular systole, with negative and
positive displacements representing septal motion towards
the LV and the RV, respectively.
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Figure 4. Baseline results. A Activation. The top row
shows the LBBB baseline activation for all four patients. B
Septal motion. The plot shows the average displacement
of the septum normal to the surface from end-diastole to
end-systole, with negative displacement representing septal motion towards the LV. Each line represents one patient. The bottom row shows the corresponding motion of
the four-chamber heart at peak of negative septal displacement at pre-ejection (SF) for all four patients compared to
end-diastole (gray).

arrow) because the RV is quiescent while the LV starts
contracting, as opposed to HBP and synchronous activation (-0.4±0.5mm).

4.

Conclusions

While HBP resynchronises ventricular activation without affecting RV activation, resulting in restored normal
septal motion, LBP leads to slow RV activation, causing
abnormal rightwards septal motion. Baseline SF might be
used in clinical practice to predict which patients are more
likely to respond to HBP. More studies are needed in order
to investigate the effect of LBP on RV function.
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Figure 5. Septal motion - HBP. The plot shows the average displacement of the septum normal to the surface from
end-diastole to end-systole for one patient as a representative example. Negative displacement represents septal motion towards the LV. A LBBB (solid line) vs HBP (dotted
line). B LBBB (solid line) vs LBP (dotted line).
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